
NATURSCHALLWANDLER®
Natural listening experience with omnispheric speakers



3D ACOUSTIC HOLOGRAM
t ha t enve lops the l i s t ene r



Naturschallwandler is an omnidirectional speaker system.When you
sit between two satellites and the sound is propagated in 360º
degrees, what you will experience is as if you were there at the
moment when the recording was made.

With our sound technology it is possible to capture the physical
dimension of sound. For the first time, you will be able to feel music
in a deeply immersive way without increasing volume or even
requiring headphones.

Not just sound quality. Life quality.

Today we have more hearing problems than ever and they don't just
affect our communication and relationships but also our posture,
orientation and confidence. A growing number of therapists are
using Naturschallwandler to treat hearing ailments with great success.

Conventional sound system

The wooden campanoid spreads the sound omnidirectionally

Naturschallwandler

Sound that is immersive, natural and dynamic. It expands the
audio concept into a fully-immersive concept.

Conventional sound systems are integrated into a box and
produce directed sound waves raising the acoustic pressure.
When acoustic pressure becomes too strong, we often feel it
unpleasant and disturbing.

With Naturschallwandler 85% of the technically conditioned
acoustic pressure is eliminated, even with long distances of
reverberation. These speakers enable a faithful high
fidelity reproduction of the original sound, and the
subwoofer that reproduces the lower frequencies adds depth to
your listening experience.



Naturschallwandler’s two models:

SUNRAY a perfect home listening system with two satellites
and a subwoofer for a rich and clear listening experience.

ETERNITA built for concert use when more power is needed.
Both towers have a built in subwoofer, mid and high speakers.

Offices, commercial spaces and outside places can also be
transformed by adding a multichannel surround sound
dimension to the aural experience with Naturschallwandler.

SUNRAY ETERNITA



Manufactured by hand in Germany since 2005.

Naturschallwandler combines a deep understanding of
the natural laws and makes use of the most excellent and
sustainable materials available. Its design and material
choices comes from the dream to create a speaker that
delivers the most naturally sounding and precise
acoustic hologram possible.

Every bit of audio information is succinctly reproduced, from
detail to direction. No matter where you are listening from,

your listening experience will be transformed
with Naturschallwandler.

The next dimension of live sound

Another great advantage of the omniscpheric sound
propagation is the amplification of acoustic instruments
or voice on stage. By placing the speakers between he
musicians and the audience, both will enjoy the same
listening experience. Nothing is added and the sound is
pure and clean.

Book a demo with us

Try what Naturschallwandler can do for you if you are
interested in any of the above. We can help you
customize a complete perfect solution for your home,
business or event. Nothing is too big or too small for
Naturschallwandler sound system!
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